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Abstract: Cases of "Free Energy" age utilizing “Perpetual Motion Machines (PMM)” are 

generally limited by the academic network since “Perpetual Motion Machines” are viewed as 

incomprehensible, as an immediate end product of the “Law of Conservation of Energy”. This 

system contains eight magnets organized at equivalent separations at the edge of a round plate 

and a ring magnet at the focus of the circle. The primary magnet at the edge of the roundabout 

plate has its north lined up with pivot of turn. The following magnet put after 1/eighth of the 

perimeter is turned by an edge of 450 around z-pivot with the end goal that in the wake of 

travelling half circuit the magnet turns through 1800. The input is ring magnet which has an 

inward sweep of 31.75 mm and an external range of 50.8 mm. The ring magnet is situated at a 

point between 300-400 mm from the level upper surface of the plate. The lower face of the ring 

magnet is North Pole and the upper face goes about as South Pole or the other way around. In 

either case the substance of bar magnet confronting the ring magnet is with the end goal that 

there is a shocking power between the two. As the plate turns at first, the ring magnet is situated 

physically by turning it around it's z-hub at an edge of 300-400 to a pivot parallel to the upper 

surface of the plate with the end goal that at a moment.  
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INTRODUCTION 

“Perpetual motion machine”: A machine which, 

since set in work, keeps on working 

interminably without providing any energy. 

The inquiry concerning the perpetual motion 

machine is one of the subjects, which draws in 

individuals who will in general accept odd 

things and mystery. That is the reason such 

thoughts are embraced from different non-

perceived strict circles which frequently portray 

in their books or in their addresses perpetual 

motion machines, which anyway have not been 

made nor have worked. Typically the 

individuals from these associations disregard 

the major laws of material science what's more, 

without a doubt they are not the specialists who 

have the information to improve or sum up the 

laws [2]. On the other side it must be expressed 

that it isn't in every case simple to be 

demonstrated hypothetically that it is 

inconceivable for an assembling to work in 

light of the fact that in  

 

every increasingly convoluted system an 

incredible number of auxiliary or subtle 

exercises are included, which in energy issues 

ought to be taken into thought.  
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There is likewise an incredible number of 

thoughts regarding never-ending motion 

machines, which (don't) work with magnets, 

compound substances or fire [3]. The «eternal 

light» without the expansion of fuel appears to 

have been developed through the hundreds of 

years for the most part in strict circles. Since the 

first century A.D. there have been relative 

portrayals of the Roman military official, 

lawmaker, regular rationalist and site of Hans-

Peter Gramatke there is a nitty gritty 

introduction of the most known gadgets for the 

planning of a perpetual motion machine with 

pictures, absorbed developments etc.  

As an example: student of history Gaius Plinius 

Secundus (23 – 79 A.D.). In the e, here is a 

pipes – repairman system with imparting 

containers of various length as Fig.1, which 

contains two fluids with a significant contrast in 

thickness for example water and mercury. The 

globules that is destined to be moving never-

endingly in the two cylinders, glide in the two 

fluids. Every globule that goes upwards due to 

the light power in the left cylinder falls onto the 

wheel, which turns in light of every globule's 

force, while subsequently drops into the right 

cylinder. There the expanded all out weight of 

the globules pushes the framed segment and 

along these lines another globule arrives at the 

base and afterward it ascends to the outside of 

the fluid in the left cylinder, etc. Regardless of 

whether this gadget isn't conceivable to work as 

a ceaseless motion machine, the genuine reason 

appears difficult to be found [4]. 

 

Figure 1: Perpetual Motion Machine 

Consisting of a Plumbing – Mechanic 

System 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Electrical energy assumes a significant job in 

present day world. It is fundamental need for 

the general public, it likewise has imperative 

job in monetary improvement of a nation. 

Numerous capacities important to show day 

living, crush to end when the stock of power 

stops. The electrons in the particles of rock 

developments have been circling relentlessly 

for many years ceaselessly – a best model for 

interminable movement. Things being what 

they are, the reason don't electrons come up 

short on energy and simply delayed down to a 

halt? Quantum Mechanics has demonstrated 

that the universe is a fuming cauldron of energy 

with particles flying into reality and afterward 

the venture manages accomplishing never-

ending movement utilizing attractive powers 

[5]. This will be like hydro-electric plants. The 

attractive generator has favourable 

circumstances over the hydro-electric plant, as 

they don't require fuel and are eco agreeable. 

When set up they keep working for in any event 

scarcely any many years.  

Furthermore, the area of that plant is not 

confined to explicit geometrical zones for what 
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it's worth in hydro-electric plants. What's more, 

is free of barometrical parameters as in solar 

plants. On the off chance that the attractive age 

goes under activity and working, at that point it 

can supplant all existing atomic and petroleum 

product plants and it would basically take care 

of the issue of a worldwide temperature 

alteration to the degree it is brought about by 

petroleum product utilized. In a perfect world, 

perpetual movement is the activity of a 

propeller that spins constantly with no engine or 

drive system that the present current world is 

making it turn. This was contended upon by 

different researchers that it would be illegal of 

Thermodynamics that expresses that the, 'the 

all-out energy of a detached system is steady; 

energy can be changed starting with one 

structure then onto the next yet can't be made 

nor decimated' [6]. However numerous 

researchers since hundreds of years are taking a 

shot at it. What's more, some have prevailing 

with regards to refuting it saying it has no 

protest with the Law of Thermodynamics 

dropping out once more. Realizing that E = 

mC2, can see that an enormous measure of 

energy is expected to make any type of issue. 

Researcher’s comment that on the off chance 

that could tap even a little piece of that energy, 

at that point it would have free energy for our 

lifetime. At first it planned to accomplish never-

ending movement utilizing gravitational 

energy. However, in course of the task since it 

neglected to accomplish the perfect state in 

development, have changed to attractive 

unpleasant powers to accomplish constant 

movement [7].  

Perpetual motion utilizing gravitational force: 

The "enchantment wheel", a wheel turning on 

its hub controlled by loadstones, showed up 

without precedent for eighth century Bavaria, 

Germany. The wheel should pivot 

interminably; actually, it did pivot for quite a 

while, yet erosion definitely in the long run 

stopped it. Early plans of unending movement 

machines were done by Indian mathematician–

stargazer Bhaskara II, who portrayed a wheel 

(Bhāskara's wheel) that he guaranteed would 

run for eternity. Later in thirteenth century a 

French researcher Villard de Honnecourt, in 

fifteenth century Taccola and later Leonardo Da 

Vinci did broad investigation on overbalanced 

wheel. In seventeenth century Johann Bessler 

asserted that constructed such machine, emit of 

which would be uncovered just on the off 

chance that paid appropriately [8]. Gottfried 

Wilhelm Leibniz, was one of the observer in the 

presentation where Bessler indicated the 

working of the machine shutting its 

fundamental working part. Genuine analysis 

rose around then. Later the extraordinary 

researcher Jean Bernoulli composed "...any 

movement which exists in nature can be used to 

help a constant movement. In these occurrences 

such machines can't be viewed as simply fake 

unending movement, yet rather as a joined 

never-ending movement on the grounds that 

their movement is helped commonly. 

Persuaded that Bessler's Wheel is of this sort." 

As of late in 2009, two researchers from Taiwan 

Chun Chao Wang, Yuh_suiang Wang have 

distributed their patent, where they have 

utilized a similar standard to produce power. 

What's more, a Russian researcher Mikhail 

Dmitriev utilized a similar rule to build the 

torque of turning gadgets [9].  

 

1.1 Perpetual Motion Utilizing Magnetic 

Forces  

The idea of Magnetic Power Generator is as old 

as the late 1600s. Directly from Newton to 

Albert Einstein, all major researchers have 

attempted to investigate this field. In 1821, 
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Hans Christian, a Denmark based researcher 

saw that when set compass close to the power 

stream, the needle constantly moved and it 

framed the premise of further investigations. Be 

that as it may, the first significant development 

occurred in the year 1874 when Wesley Gary 

made self-fuelled attractive engine. Totally 

resisted the rationale and concocted the 

possibility that changed the way world saw 

attraction.  

A German innovator by the name of Hans Coler 

in the year 1925 really created power from his 

engine dependent on attractive power. While 

working for German armed force, Coler took 

his trial to next level and delivered around 6 

KW of power by utilizing straightforward 

battery during the war. The Hitler system was 

so intrigued by the possibility that they chose to 

finance the task of Magnetic Power Generator 

on huge scale. After the World war, this data 

was then common with the British rulers.  

In 1946, the genuine endeavours to create 

attractive generator began. A kid named John 

RR Searl grew such items that flew with no 

outside source and was so inspired to make this 

energy accessible to such, even persuaded 

numerous organizations to help him with their 

office and attractive specialists [10]. In U.S., 

the main licenses were given in 1970s and 80s.  

The innovation has improved significantly from 

that point forward and this field has advanced 

from zero point attractive power generators to 

still attractive generators. The U.S. patent for 

still generators was granted in March, 2002. 

This energy asset that has never been as broadly 

marketed as now is known as Zero Point field. 

What's more, a generator dependent on this idea 

works itself with no breaks and subsequently 

can give intensity of all your day by day power 

prerequisites [11]. According to specialists, this 

is the eventual fate of intensity and attractive 

energy is an ideal energy asset for tomorrow 

since it creates free energy with no sources of 

info. 'A down to earth manual with the 

expectation of complimentary energy sources', 

a course book wrote by Patrick J Kelly in the 

year 2002 contains different strategies for 

accomplishing free energy, two of them 

incredibly venerated; ShenHe Wang's 

Permanent Magnet Motor and Donald Lee 

Smith's attractive generator clearly clarifies the 

strategy to tackle attractive powers to change 

over it into electrical energy. 

 

Figure 2: Device of Villiard De Honnecourt 

In 1253 
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Figure 3: Devise By Taccola in 15thcentry 

 

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 

 

2.1 Basic Concept  

The essential idea  utilized is unending motion 

which implies the motion that proceeds 

uncertainly with no outside wellspring of 

energy or Perpetual motion is the activity 

suppose a propeller that spins constantly with 

no engine or drive arrangement of the present 

current world making it turn. Fundamentally 

unending motion is one which proceeds for 

eternity. Here initially attempted to achieve 

interminable motion utilizing gravitational 

energy, the idea is as per the following.  

 

2.2 Gravity Generator 

 

The presentation of another idea of age of 

Electricity from a medium that is as yet 

undiscovered till date. This medium is neither 

dependant on splendid daylight nor on quick 

winds. The magnificence is that it doesn't cause 

the dangerous atmospheric deviation and 

doesn't utilize the withering oil holds either. 

Gravity is a power that pulls everything towards 

the focus of earth.  

A gravity power age system uses a gravity 

energy transformation unit to change over the 

gravitational potential energy into the motion 

energy. The gravitational energy change unit 

produces positive torques by receiving outward 

spreading single directional swing arms and 

lessens the negative torques by helping out the 

collapsing activity of the single directional 

swing arms, to play out a long-term, powerful 

and nonstop energy change of changing over 

gravity potential energy into the motion energy. 

Next, the motion energy will be transmitted to 

a force producing unit to play out another 

energy change of changing over the motion 

energy into the electric energy. Lastly, a force 

supply framework is utilized to transmit the 

electric energy out.  

 

2.3 Magnetic Generator 

The earth is continually shelled by 

electromagnetic energy from the sun and other 

circling and stable bodies in the atmospheres. In 

any event, when can't see those bodies, for 

example, the sun around evening time, they are 

obvious some place the world over, showering 

that energy down. Shockingly, up to this point 

there was no realized innovation to saddle that 

attractive energy and put it to great use. The 

genuine standards of making power utilizing an 

attractive energy generator are amazingly like 

some other structure of energy creation – wind, 

diesel, water and sun based. A force source, be 

it wind, diesel, water or sun, makes a generator 

move a turbine, which thusly delivers power. 

The main significant contrast is, on account of 

attractive energy, the power source that turns 

the turbine is the world's unreservedly 

accessible electromagnetic field [12].  
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Magnets and attractive powers prompt never-

ending motion to turn the turbine and make an 

uncertain stock of power. Magnet doesn't really 

apply any force whatsoever. Similarly that a sun 

oriented board doesn't place any exertion into 

delivering power, the intensity of a magnet 

streams from the earth and not from the magnet. 

The electrical heartbeat which makes the 

magnet, adjusts the particles inside the steel and 

makes an attractive "dipole" which has a similar 

impact that the electrical "dipole" of a battery 

does. It captivates the quantum condition 

encompassing it and causes incredible floods of 

energy stream around itself. One of the qualities 

of this energy stream is the thing that called 

"attraction" Unlike the battery, which don't set 

it in a place where it promptly decimates its 

very own dipole, so accordingly, energy 

streams around the magnet, essentially 

inconclusively. 

 

WORKING PRINCIPLE 

Magnets of neodymium organized as N-S-N-S 

design on every compartment. Because of this 

plan of magnet of first compartment repulse by 

one magnet and draw in by another magnet of 

other compartment. This makes development of 

this compartment which offers movement to all 

get together. Magnet of north post on 

compartment initially is repulse by the north 

post magnet and pulled in by south shaft magnet 

contain on another compartment. Apparatuses 

are additionally turn with this compartment. 

Lattice of the apparatus moves the containing 

leaves behind regard to attractive power makes 

on that. Since of that example complete 

gathering makes a rotational movement. This 

sort of movement called as a never-ending 

movement implies self-running. Alternator 

twisting in that get together makes electrical 

energy. This further give to transformer and 

looping course of action to increases the impact 

of voltage and current. At that point this sort of 

huge energy wellspring of power use as 

machine which require to that.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Free Energy System Model 

 

CONCLUSION 

Perpetual motion machine is self-turning 

machine which no requires outside energy. By 

including the fundamentals gadget like a 

generator, generator and looping plan to 

unending motion machine gives a lot of electric 

energy which can be utilized to for some 

reasons. This structure can be use in the force 

plant, robots for space disclosures. Presently it 

is conceivable to get free power to get 

contagion free condition. This idea of free 

energy is can be made utilizing unending 

motion energy. This knows how utilizing 

perpetual free energy has been with us as far 

back as it began creating power utilizing 

ordinary wellsprings of energy. The strategy for 

utilizing free energy of magnets to create 
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electric energy gives huge extension in the 

present situation of energy emergency. This 

technique is with over 100% productivity as 

there is no contribution, as the accessible 

regular energy being utilized. Utilizing 

neodymium magnets can more prominent 

increment the limit of the yield. Appropriately 

orchestrated magnets and electromagnets can 

surrender yield to KWs. Furthermore, therefore 

can result to be a compelling elective 

wellspring of energy. A technique to utilize free 

energy accessible in nature for the force age is 

brought out. 
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